The low-spin level scheme of 68 Ni was investigated following two-neutron-knockout and multinucleon-transfer reactions. The energy of the first excited state was determined to be E x (0 + 2 ) = 1603.5(3) keV. Relative B(E2) transition probabilities were deduced and compared with shell-model calculations using several modern effective interactions. Theory reproduces the data well, but indicates substantial mixing of multi-particle, multi-hole configurations for the lowest observed 0 + and 2 + states. In atomic nuclei, the phenomenon of shape and configuration coexistence can emerge in the proximity of shell and subshell closures [1] . In even-even nuclei, this manifests itself as competition between low-lying 0 + states that differ in their particle-hole content. The nucleus 68 Ni, with 28 protons (closed shell) and 40 neutrons (harmonic-oscillator shell gap separating the fp and g 9/2 orbitals), is such a system where the low-energy structure is sensitively determined by the interplay and mixing of a variety of particle-hole excitations. In fact, three of its four lowest-energy levels have spin and parity 
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For decades, the excitation energy E x = 1770(30) keV of the 0 + 2 isomer, obtained by Bernas et al. [2] using particle-spectroscopy techniques with the 70 Zn( 14 C, 16 O) transfer reaction, was the only direct measurement for this state. Although the uncertainty was quoted as 30 keV, comparisons of early transfer-reaction data for 67, 68 Ni [2, 7] with subsequent, higher-precision γ -ray studies (e.g., Refs. [3, 8, 9] ) reveal a systematic ∼100-to 200-keV offset in the excitation spectrum from which one may infer the 0 energy than reported. However, only recently did Suchyta et al. [10] directly measure the electrons produced in E0 decay following 68 Co β decay. These new data provided not only an improved value for the energy of the 0 + 2 state [1605(3) keV], but also indicated the presence of prompt 1138-and 2420-keV transitions preceding the E0 decay [10] .
In addition to the 0 + 1 and 0 + 2 states, a 2511-keV 0 + 3 level was tentatively proposed following β decay [4] . This assignment was later firmly established in a deep-inelastic-scattering (DIS) experiment [5] . Recently, a fourth, isomeric (t 1/2 = 216 +66 −50 ns) 0 + state at 2202 keV was proposed [11] ; however, no evidence for this state was found in another study despite the use of similar reactions [5] .
As noted above, the presence of multiple low-energy 0 + states such as these is indicative of configuration or shape coexistence [1] . Monte Carlo shell-model (MCSM) calculations using an fpg 9/2 d 5/2 model space [10, 12, 13] suggested that spherical, oblate, and prolate deformed minima coexist below 3 MeV in 68 Ni, likely corresponding to the 0 configurations. Results presented here originate from two in-beam spectroscopy experiments that complement the information obtained from decay spectroscopy [10] and provide a comprehensive picture of the low-lying level structure of 68 Ni. The relevant details are summarized in the partial level scheme of Fig. 1 . The decay patterns of several states are examined in terms of relative B(E2) strengths, in order to investigate further the intrinsic structures involved. These results provide additional tests for modern shell-model calculations that also aim to describe exotic nuclei in the fpg 9/2 (d 5/2 ) valence space.
Excited states in 68 Ni were populated in two experiments involving different reaction mechanisms. At the ATLAS facility at Argonne National Laboratory, a 440-MeV 70 Zn beam was directed onto a 208 Pb target that was sufficiently thick to stop all reaction products in the center of the Gammasphere array of 100 Compton-suppressed high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors [17] . Details of the experimental setup are provided in Ref. [5] . There are two key features relevant to the present discussion: (i) the time structure of the beam, with 0.3-ns beam pulses every 412 ns enabling prompt and delayed tagging of γ rays, and (ii) the excitation of cross-coincident partner nuclei in the DIS process, specifically the population of Po isotopes with A 210 for 68 Ni. 68 Ni was also produced in two-neutron knockout (2nKO) reactions at the Coupled Cyclotron Facility of the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL). A secondary cocktail beam containing 70 Ni, 69 Co, and 71 Cu ions was produced in the projectile fragmentation of a 140-MeV/u 82 Se beam on a 423-mg/cm 2 9 Be production target located at the entrance of the A1900 fragment separator [18] . The momentum acceptance of the separator was set to 1%. Secondary beams with typical intensities of 10 5 ions/s were delivered to the experimental area and impinged upon a 281-mg/cm 2 9 Be reaction target located at the pivot point of the S800 spectrograph [19] to induce knockout reactions at a midtarget energy of 75 MeV/u. Reaction products were identified on an event-by-event basis at the S800 focal plane [19] . The high-resolution γ -ray detection system GRETINA [20, 21] , an array of 36-fold segmented HPGe detectors, surrounded the S800 target position and was used to detect prompt γ rays emitted by the projectile-like reaction residues. The GRETINA quadruple-crystal detector modules were arranged in two rings, with four detectors located at 58
• and three at 90
• with respect to the beam axis. Signal decomposition [21] provided sub-segment spatial resolution used for the event-by-event Doppler reconstruction of the γ rays emitted in flight by the projectile-like reaction products. The photopeak efficiency of the detector array was calibrated with standard sources and corrected for the Lorentz boost of the γ -ray distribution emitted by the recoils moving at velocity 0.38c. Finally, delayed γ rays could also be identified within a 0.4-to 25-μs time window following implantation of the ions in an Al plate in front of a 4 × 8 array of CsI(Na) detectors located behind the focal plane of the S800 spectrograph [22, 23] .
With the ∼50-ns flight time for 68 Ni ions through the S800 spectrograph, it was possible to correlate isomeric decays measured using the CsI(Na) detectors with prompt γ rays at the target position. Figure 2 (a) presents the CsI(Na) spectrum measured in coincidence with 68 Ni, 2nKO-reaction fragments wherein a 511-keV peak is observed. A 511-keV line is expected following decay of the 0 + 2 isomer via pair production (PP). Gating on the 511-keV γ ray in the CsI(Na) scintillators returns the coincidence spectrum of Fig been recognized, and Mueller et al. [4] proposed that the 1139-keV γ ray likely feeds the long-lived 5 − isomer. The coincidence relationship between prompt 1139-and delayed 511-keV γ rays observed in the present work, as well as the relative intensities of the 663-and 1139-keV lines, indicate that the latter should be placed above the 0 [10] .
This placement of the 1139-keV γ ray is confirmed in the DIS data. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) provide a prompt coincidence spectrum produced by a double gate on the prompt 662.5-keV transition 2 in 68 Ni and delayed γ rays in the partner nuclei 208 Po (660 and 686 keV [24] ) and 209 Po (782 and 545 keV [25] ); a peak at 1139.2(3) keV is apparent. Double gating on the prompt 662-and 1139-keV transitions produces the spectrum of delayed γ rays in Fig. 3(c) , where the 511-keV annihilation line is present along with several Po lines. The observed coincidence relationships require that the 1139-keV γ ray must directly feed the 0 + 2 isomer. These data provide the most precise energy available thus far for the 0 2743-keV E2 transition directly to the ground state. The presence of several branches offers an opportunity to explore the nature of the 0 + and 2 + states further by examining the properties of these transitions. Although an absolute determination of the B(E2) strengths would require knowledge of the half-life of the 2 + 2 state, or a direct measurement of the B(E2) value for one of the transitions, the relative strengths can be compared to those predicted by different calculations.
In the DIS data, the spectrum in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) was used to determine the intensities of the 710-, 1139-, and 2743-keV γ rays. The areas of the latter two peaks were measured directly. A fit of the 710-keV line was deemed unreliable because of the presence of contaminants in this part of the spectrum. Instead, as the full intensity of the 710-keV transition (as seen when gated from above) must also pass through the 2033-keV γ ray, the area of the latter peak served as a surrogate. A correction for the γ -ray efficiencies yielded relative intensities; from these, the B(E2) rates were expressed as ratios with respect to the 2743-keV γ ray, given as R(E γ ) = B(E2; E γ , 2 Table I . For the 710-keV transition, the mixing ratio deduced in Ref. [5] was used to determine the E2 component of the intensity.
A similar analysis was carried out for the 2nKO data, with the intensities of the three γ -ray branches, appropriately efficiency-corrected, determined from the singles spectrum measured with GRETINA. The measurement for the 710-keV line is complicated by the presence of a known 709-keV (6 − ) → 5 − transition in 68 Ni which cannot be readily resolved. The contribution from this contaminant can be determined, however, from the intensity of the 113-keV γ ray depopulating the same (6 − ) state by using the previously measured I γ (709)/I γ (113) branching ratio [16] . Similarly, an 1152-keV 6 + → 5 − transition interferes with the 1139-keV line; here, the contamination was quantified through the branching ratio with the measurable 851-keV transition [26] . In both cases, the contaminant accounts for about half of the peak and dominates the uncertainty for the intensity. The resulting I γ values and corresponding B(E2) ratios from the 2nKO data are included in Table I .
Finally, although the 1139-keV γ ray was placed incorrectly in the β-decay work of Ref. [4] , the reported intensities remain valid and provide a third, independent determination of the B(E2) ratios. As can be seen from Table I , the three data sets provide consistent results; the weighted averages, given Table I , while the black part corresponds to this value reduced by its lower error bar.
in Table I and Fig. 4 , can be compared with shell-model calculations, as described below.
The 2 + 2 state is the only one in 68 Ni for which the intensities of multiple E2 decay branches have been established thus far. Upper limits can be placed for some unobserved branches, however, by determining the maximum intensity of the transition that would be indistinguishable from background in the data. A 232-keV, 2 Of the two observed 2 + 2 → 0 + decay paths, the E2 branch to the 0 + 2 isomer is found to be 36 times stronger than the transition to the ground state [R(1139) in Table I ]. This suggests that the 2 + 2 level is more closely related, in terms of its configuration, to the 0 + 2 state than to the 0
Despite the large uncertainty associated with the 710-keV 2 + 2 → 2 + 1 transition (originating from the multipole mixing ratio), it clearly carries significantly more E2 strength than the decays to either 0 + state, by one or two orders of magnitude (Table I and Fig. 4) . Such preferential decay between the 2 + states is the result of an admixture between the two underlying configurations.
Shell-model (SM) calculations including only neutron configurations in the f 5/2 pg 9/2 valence space were performed with the NUSHELLX code [27] using a 56 Ni core and the jj44pna [28] , jj44b [29] , and JUN45 [30] effective interactions for comparison with these data. The results of the calculations are presented in Fig. 4 . The jj44pna calculation reproduces the excitation energies of the 0 [10] suggests that it is dominated by 2p-2h proton excitations. There will be a low-lying 2 + level associated with a band built on these proton excitations. Such configurations can be described with the LNPS effective interaction [32] . The LNPS calculations of Ref. [31] also predict a very similar energy difference (234 keV) between the 2 Fig. 4 , it is clear that more than an order of magnitude greater sensitivity would be required for the experimental B(E2) ratios to suitably challenge theory.
In summary, B(E2) ratios were deduced for decays from excited states in 68 Ni populated in DIS and 2nKO reactions, and the energy of the 0 
